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Diffusive shock acceleration 
(a microscopic point of view)

Sugiyama & Terasawa, 1999The acceleration region



  

Diffusive Shock acceleration-- the 
standard theory

Parker's transport equation: Near isotropic dist.

Gleeson-Axford 1967

In conservation form: Effect of turbulence 
on particle

S: current in r space

J: current in p space

Steady state solution is 



  

Acceleration time scale and shock 
geometry

 the highest energy is decided by the acceleration time scale.

Drury (1983)  smaller κ lead to higher energy 

How to obtain a small κ?

1)self-excited wave by 
streaming protons at a 
quasi-parallel shock

2) particle acceleration at a 
perp. shock – particles are 
difficult to diffuse cross field
( _perp < _parallel)



  

Wave amplification at a parallel shock

Gordon et. al. (1999)

Seed population

A



GLEs are rare: only 16 in solar cycle 23. 

• GLEs are very energetic particle events that have high 
intensity and reach high energy.

• Because their numbers are few, they offer a good 
opportunity for detailed examination of the underlying 
diffusive shock acceleration theory. 

In particular, its applicability and limits. 

Ground Level Events  (GLEs)



Constraints on the acceleration 
height

Tylka et al (2005) Gopalswamy et al (2010)



  

Presence of preceding CMEs 



Early survey on Large SEPs

Gopalswamy et al. JGR, 2004

 57 events between 1996-2002 
are selected, with intensity > 
10 pfu (proton cm-2 s-1sr-1) at 
>10 MeV channel.

23 with preceding CMEs 
(within 1 day), 20 without 
preceding CMEs



Pre-eruption:
B field orientation ==> 
Pseudo-streamer

Eruption:

two (or multiple) CMEs 
erupt in sequence within a 
time difference of ~ 8 
hours
 
first CME/shock provides 
both the seed population 
and a strong background  
turbulence

second CME plumbs into 
the turbulence-enhanced 
region behind the 1st CME 
for an efficient shock acc 

Li et al. 2011

A twin-CME proposal



How about “normal” large SEP events? 

Group I: “twin-CMEs” that lead to large SEP

Group II: “twin-CMEs” that do not lead to large SEP

Group III: “fast single CME”

Definition of large:  at > 10 MeV/n, intensity > 10 pfu. 

Are preceding CMEs necessary?



  

Fast single CMEs 
with V> 100 
km/s.  

Some have X-
flares, type II 
radio bursts, 
connection is 
good. 

However NONE 
of these lead to 
large SEPs!

Ding et al, 2011



Large SEP events in solar cycle 23











Effect of shock obliquity 

Consider 5 shocks with theta_BN = 5, 25, 45, 65 and 85 degrees and 
prton, O^6+ and Fe^14 three species

kappa_parallel from the enhanced wave intensity due to streaming protons

kappa_perp from the NLGC (Non-Linear-Guiding-Center) theory (need 
kappa_parallel as an input)



Shock evolution from ZEUS MHD

Need better/realistic CME/shock model from Predictive Science group!





kappa_parallel and kappa_perp



Time intensity profiles



Fluence 



What is next?

1) Observationally, understand/confirm the role of upstream 
wave in accelerating particles at quasi-parallel shock for ESP 
events (with M. Desai).

2) Need better CME/shock model to yield shock parameters 
as input to the acceleration module of PATH (with P. Riley).

3) coupling to EMMREM, which has a Lagrangian grid to 
follow particle transport along and perp. to a field line by 
implementing the focused transport equation using a 
stochastic different equation method (with N. Schwadron).  

4)understand the effect of shock ripples using test particle 
simulations and compare with hybrid ones (with J. Giacalone) 


